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CHUNG-TEICHER TYPE STRONG LAW

OF LARGE NUMBERS IN BANACH SPACE

Saa HAK SUNG

1. Introduction

Let (B, 11 11) be a real separable Banach space. Let {X n , n ~ 1} be
a sequence of Banach space valued random variables, and put Sn =

L:~=l Xi.
Let ,p be a positive, even and continuous function on R such that as

Ix I increases,
,p(x) i

x
and ,pc~) 1.

x
(1)

It was proved by Chung[4] that if {Xn , n ~ 1} is a sequence of indepen
dent random variables with EXn = 0, n ~ 1, and 2.:~=1 E4>(IXn l)/4>(n)
< 00, then Sn/n ---t °a.s .. Teicher[6] proved that if {Xn, n ~ 1} is a
sequence of independent random variables with EXn = 0, n ~ 1,

(i) L::2(EX; /i4
) L:j:; EX; < 00,

(ii) L:~=l EX; /n 2
---t 0, and

(iii) L:~=1 P(IXnl > an) < 00, for some positive constants {an}
with 2.:~=1 a~EX~/n4 < 00,

then Sn/n ---t °a.s..
Woyczynski[7] proved Chung's strong law of large numbers(SLLN)

in Banach spaces satisfying Gl-condition. Szynal and Kuczmaszewska
[5] extended Teicher's SLLN in the case where {X n , n ~ 1} is a se
quence of independent Hilbert space valued random variables. Choi
and Sung([2],[3J) proved Chung's SLLN and Teicher's SLLN in Banach
space under the assumption that the weak law of large numbers holds.

The purpose of this paper is to prove Chung-Teicher type SLLN in
Banach space. Choi and Sung's results([2],[3J) follow from this result
as corollaries. The method of our proof is similar to that of Choi and
Sung[3].
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Throughout this paper, C will always stand for a positive constant
which may be different in various places. I(A) means the indicator
function of event A..

2. Main Result

To prove main theorem, we need the following lemma.

LEMMA 1. (Yurinskii[8]). Let Xl,'" ,Xn be independent B-valued
random variables with EIIXill < oo(i = 1,'" ,n).. Let Fi be the o-4ield
generated by (XI, ... ,Xi) for i = 1,'" ,n, and Jet Fo be the trivial
o--neld. Then, for 1 ~ i ~ n, .

jE(II SnIlIFi)- E(II Sn 11 IFi-;l)1 ~ IIXzII + EIIXil! .

.The proof of the following theorem issi!I.1ilar to that of Qhoi and
Sung[3]. .

THEOREM 2. Let {Xn,n ~ I} be a sequence of independent B
valued random variables, and let {an} and {bn} be constants such that
o< bn i 00. Suppose that

(i) ",00 a; Et/>O\XiID .",i-l ajEt/>OIXj\D <
LJi=2 btt/>(ai) L.d=1 t/>(aj) .··00,

(ii) 1 "'~ a~Et/>(IIXi ID -* 0.b!" L.n=l t/>(ai) ,

(iii) 2::1 P(IIXill > ail < 00, and

(
. ) ",00 . at E4>OIXdD .<
IV LJi=l blt/>(ai) . 00.

Then Sn/bn -+ 0 in probability if[ Sn/bn -+ 0 a.s.

Proof Assume that Sn/bn -+ 0 in. prt?bability. Define
.. ·n

X: =Xd(IIXill ~ ai), S~=LX:,
i:=l

n

XI' = Xil(IIX ill >ai), S~ = LXI'.
i=l

From the condition (iii) and Borel-Cantelli leniIna, we have S~/bn -+·0
a.s.. Since Sn/bn -+ 0 in probability, we obtain

S~ -+ 0 in probability. (2)
bn
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The first hypothesis of (1) implies that <I> is non-decreasing function on
R+ = [0, ooJ. The second hypothesis of (1) implies that

It follows that

(3)

For each positive integers n and i(l ~ i ~ n), let

where Fi = O"{X~,··· ,Xi} and Fo = {0, n}. Then E?=l Yn,i = IIS~"
EIIS~II, and jYn,il ~ IIXil1 + EIIXil1 by Lemma 1. Hence we have by
(3) and (ii) that

EI"S~II - EIIS~1112 = ..!:-E(~ 1': .)2 = ..!:-~ EY2.
b b2 L...,; n,t b2 L...,; n,t

n n i=l n i=l

~ b~ t E(IIX:II + EIIX:11)2 ~ b; t EIIX:11 2

n i=l n i=l

~ ;t a;E<I>(IIXi ll) -. o.
bn i=l <I>(ai)

Thus (IIS~" - EIIS~II)/bn -.0 in probability. By (2), we have

EIIS~11 -. o.
bn

(4)

For each positive integer k, we define mk = inf{nlbn ~ 2k }. The proof
of Theorem will be completed if we show that S~/bn -. 0 a.s.. First
we show that

(5)
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By (4), it is enough to show that

II s:n" 11- EIIS:n" 11 -t 0

brn"

Consider the following simple identity.

a.s. (6)

rn" m" m" .i-I

(Il S:n" 11- EIIS:n" 11)2 =cL.: Ym",i)2 = LY~",i +2 L.: LYrn",iYm",j.
i=1 i=1 i=2 j=l

For the simplicity of notations, let

m" i-I

Urn" = L LYrn",iYm",j,
i=2 j=1

m"
and Vm " = I: Y~",~;

i=l

To prove (6), it is enough to show that

and

(7)

(8)

To prove (7), it suffices to show by Boret-Cantelli lemma that, for any
€ > 0,

00 uL.: p(l/?.m" I > e) <: 00.

n=1 m"
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martingale differences for fixed mk, we have

~ Um " 1 ~ 1 ( 2
LJ P(I~I > €) $ €2 LJ litE Urn,,)

k::::l,m,,:j1!!m"+l m" k::::l m"

1 00 1 m" i-I

="2 L"jjl" LE(Ym",iLYm",j)2
€ k::::l m" i::::2 j=1

1 00 1 m" i-I

$"2 L b4 LE{(/lX:/I + E/lX:!1)2(LYm",j)2}
€ k=1 m" i=2 j=1

1 00 1 m" i-I

="2 L b4 L E(/lX~/I + E/lX~11)2E(L Ym",j)2
€ k=1 m" i=2 j::::l

1 00 1 m" i-I

="2 L lr LE(IIX:/I +E/lX~11)2LE(Ym",j)2
€ k=1 m" i=2 j=1

00 m" i-I

$CL d- LEI/X:/l2 L E/lX;/l2
k=1 m" i=2 j=1

00 i-I 1
=CLEI/X~II2LE/lXj/l2 L IT'

i==2 j=1 {klm,,~i} m"

where 2:k~l m .J.m means that the summation is taken over all k-, "r "+1
such that mk :f:. mk+l. From the definition of mk, it follows that

Hence we have by (i) and (3) that
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Thus (7) is proved. To prove (8), let

Zmk,i = Y~",i - E(Y~",il.ri-l)' 1:::; i :::; mk.
Then we obtain

EZ?n",i = EY~",i - E(E(Y~",il.ri_l))2

:::; EY~",i :::; E(IIXHI + EIIX:l1)4:::; Ca;EIIXiIl2.

Thus we have by (iv) and (3) that

00 "m" Z 00 1 m"
L P(I LJib~ m",i I> EO):::; ~ L crE(L Zmk,i?

k=l,mk:;=mk+l m" EO k=1 m" i==1
1 00 1 mk 00 1 m"

="2 L iT LE(Z?n",i):::; CL iT L a;EIIXIII
2

EO k=1 mk i=1 k=1 m" i=1

= Cfa;EIIX iIl
2

L b: :::; Cfa;ElIXill\~
i=1 {klm,,~i} mk i=1 '

:::; cf at~<p(lI~ill) < 00.

i=1 bi <p(a,)

Applying Borel-Cantelli lemma, we obtain

2:::1 Y~k,i - 2:::1 E(Y~,,).ri-l) 0
b2

-+ a.s ..
m"

To finish the proof of (8), it suffices to show that

L:::l E(Y~",il.ri-l) -+ 0
1.? a.s ..
U""m"

By (ii) and (3), we have

2:::1E(Y~k,il.ri-l) < 2:::1 E«IIX~II + EIIX~II?I.ri-l)
b~k - ~k

= 2:::1 E(IIXill + EIIXill? < CL:~1 EIIXi1l
2

b2 - b2m" mk

:::; C+ :E a~E<p(IIXill) -+ o.
bm" i=1 <p(ai)
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Thus (5) is proved. By observing that for mk :::; n < mk+l

IIS~II < IIS:" k 11 + IIS~ - S:"k 11-- max
bn - bmk mk :$n<mk+l bmk

we will obtain S~/bn -t 0 a.s. if we show that

max IIS~ - S:"k 11 -t 0 a.s.. (9)
mk:$n<mk+l bmk

If mk :::; n < mk+l, then we have by (2) that

II S:"k+1 -1 - S~II < II S:"k+1 -111 + IIS~II
bmk - bmk bmk

< 21IS:"k+l-111 + 211S~1I -t 0 In probability
.- bmk +

1
-1 bn

as k -t 00. Hence there exists ko such that

max P( lI S:"k +1 -1 - S~II > .:.) < ~ for k 2: ko.
mk :$n<mk+l bmk 2 - 2

From Skorokhod's inequality(see Breiman[l], p. 45), we have

00

S;2 2: P(IIS:"k+1 -1 - S:"k 11 > ~bmk)'
k=ko

By the same method of the proof of (5), it follows that

S:"k+l-1
----'-- -t 0 a.s.

bmk
From this result, (5) and (10),

f P( max IIS~ b- S:"k 11 > t) < 00.

mk<n<mk+l mkk=ko -

Applying Borel-Cantelli lemma, (9) is proved. Hence the proof of The
orem is completed.
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REMARK. Teicher's SLLN(Choiand Sung[3]) for Banach space val
ued random variables follows from Theorem 2 letting </>(x) = x2 and
bn =n.

COROLLARY 3. (ChoiandSung[2]). Let {Xn,n ~ 1} be a sequence
of independent B-valued random variables and let {bn} be constants
such that 0 < bn i 00. Assume that

(11)

Then Sn/bn ---? 0 in probability ifI Sn/bn ---? 0 a.s..

Proof. Let an = bn . The conditions (i) and (iv) of Theorem 2 are
easily satisfied. The first hypothe.sis of (1) implies </> is non-decreasing
function on R+ = [O,ooJ. Hence we have by (11) and Markov's inequal
ity that

Thus the condition (iii) of Theorem 2 is satisfied. From (11) and Kro
necker lemma,

Thus the condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is satisfied. Therefore the asser
tion follows from TheoreII;l 2.

REMARK. Under the same assumptions of Corollary 3, Choi and
Sung[2] proved that Sn/bn ---? 0 in probability if!' Sn/bn ---? 0 a.s. if!'
Sn/bn ---? 0 in £1. But, we can not obtain from Theorem 2 that Sn/bn ---?

oa.s. implies Sn/bn ---? 0 in £1 (see the following example).

EXAMPLE. Let ·(Xn ) be independent random variables with

with probability n(l:n)2

with probability 1 - nO:n)2 ,
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where 19x = max{1,log+ x}. Then EXn '" lo;n' Take </J(x) = Ixl,an =
1 and bn = n. From a simple calculation, the conditions (i), (ii), (iii)
and (iv) of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Now we show that Sn/n - 0 a.s..
Define X; = XiI(IXil ~ 1), Xi' = XiI(IXi! > 1), S~ = L:7=1 Xi, and
S It ",n X"

n = LJi=1 i·

00 00 1

~ P(IXnl > 1) :$ C~ n(lg n)2 < 00.

By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we have S~/n _ 0 a.s.. S~/n - 0 in
probability follows from the following calculation:

El S~ 1= L::=1 EXi '" .!.t _1_(1_ 1 ) '" .!.t _1 '" _1__ 0
n n n. 19i i(lgi)2 n. 19i logn

.=1 .=1

Thus Sn/n - 0 in probability. Hence we have by Theorem 2 that
Sn/n - 0 a.s.. But, Sn/n does not converge to 0 in L1

, since

Sn 1 n 1 n i n
El-I = - '" EXi '" - '" -. '" - - 00.

n n f:t n f:t 19 z log n
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